Graduate Research Assistant (GRA)  
Tuition and Health Insurance Charge Policy

GRA tuition and health insurance amounts are provided by the Graduate Studies Office. They receive some of their information in the form of a spreadsheet from the Bursar’s Office. This information is input into Banner and a report is created from that information. A spreadsheet of tuition and insurance charges is created from this report by the Payroll Office and is sent to ITS to be fed to Banner INB.

The GRA tuition and health insurance is charged in one lump sum at the beginning of each semester. The GRA stipend, tuition, and insurance distribution is stated on the GRA offer letter that is provided to the Graduate Studies Office. The distribution that is provided on the offer letter should be where the GRA is proposed and funded. This distribution is where the tuition and insurance will be charged each semester. A GRA is generally proposed and funded on one award at 100%. It is possible for a GRA to be funded on two different awards at 50% on each award. This is the only option other than being funded on one award at 100%.

The GRA’s stipend should be charged where the GRA was proposed and funded. There should be no retros on a GRA’s stipend unless the retro is to correct the distribution to where the GRA was proposed and funded. If an error was made and the incorrect org was stated on the offer letter for the GRA the department needs to inform the Graduate Studies Office and the Payroll Office so that the offer letter as well as the tuition and insurance distribution can be updated to the correct org. At the end of each semester the Payroll Office will complete a reconciliation to make sure the stipend, tuition, and insurance charges match what was stated on the offer letter.

Please contact Whitney Keelon for additional information.

Whitney Keelon  
Associate Director, Payroll Services  
SKH 151  
Phone: (256) 824-2824  
Email: wmk0001@uah.edu  
Fax: (256) 824-6069
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